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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study is to estimate very conservatively a floor for the benefits provided by 
XYZ Library to cardholders it serves. Actual benefits are likely to be much greater than the 
estimates reported in this summary. 

How much do the citizens served by XYZ Library benefit annually from the services provided 
by the library? How do these benefits compare to the financial support and public investment 
received by the library? 

• For each dollar of taxes contributed annually to the XYZ Library, its patrons receive 
benefits of more than $1.18. If revenues used to build library collections, cash reserves, 
and other capital assets are excluded from operating tax support, patrons receive benefits 
of more than $1.38 for each dollar of operating tax support. An alternative method of 
measuring benefits suggests benefits of at least $2.15 for each dollar of operating outlays. 

• For each dollar of assets in the form of collections, buildings, furniture, and equipment, 
the XYZ Library provides an annual rate of return of at least 5.5 percent in benefits to the 
patrons it serves. An alternative method of measuring benefits suggests an annual rate of 
return of more than 16 percent. 

Whom does the XYZ Library serve? How do they benefit? 

• Households (general users), as well as teachers and their pupils, all benefit directly from 
services provided by XYZ Library. Households receive the most benefits. At least 88 
percent of all benefits to the community accrue to families and households, and as much 
as 12 percent of benefits to the community arise from library services used by teachers to 
supplement educational resources in the community. 

• Almost 60,000 households and families actively use the XYZ Library. This study 
measures benefits to households in two ways: willingness to support the library through 
local taxes and fees, and willingness to purchase substitutes if library services were not 
available. Cardholding households and families report, on average, that they would be 
willing to pay taxes and fees worth more than $235 per year per household to support 
XYZ Library services. Alternatively, purchases they would be willing to make to replace 
library services if the library services were not available suggest a value of more than 
$385 per year for library services. Thus, XYZ Library provides services to households 
and families worth more than $14.1–$23.1 million per year. Households place the 
greatest value on access to books for adults, audio and visual media, and children’s 
books. Of each dollar of benefits, 33 cents is attributable to books for adults, 27 cents to 
audio and visual media, and 21 cents to children’s books. 

• More than 8 percent of cardholding households include teachers who use XYZ Library to 
supplement their classroom activities and materials—almost 4,900 teachers. The teachers 
report that these library services save schools and teachers, on average, more than $375 
per teacher per year. Thus, XYZ Library provides supporting services to teachers and 
schools worth almost $1,850,000 per year. Educators value access to staff help and 
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children’s books the most. Educators use children’s books and electronic information 
sources much more heavily than households (general users) do. 

• These results and answers to the study’s open-ended questions reinforce the standard 
wisdom that both good collections and helpful professional staff are important in serving 
library patrons well. Patrons of XYZ Library clearly value both. 

The following report summarizes the research that has developed answers to these important 
questions. 

The report is divided into the following sections: 

1. overview of the research project 

2.  outline of the research methodology 

3.  sampling and data used in the study 

4.  results of the study for XYZ Library 

5.  conclusions 

6.  appendixes: 
a. glossary of technical terms 
b. supporting tables and figures 
c. respondent comments 
d. books and articles that provide additional information about this research 
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1. THE XYZ LIBRARY COST-BENEFIT PROJECT 

How much do the citizens served by XYZ Library benefit annually from the services provided 
by the library? How do these benefits compare to the financial support and public investment 
received by the library? 

The purpose of this study is to estimate the dollar value of benefits from services provided by the 
XYZ Library. This annual flow of benefits can then be compared to annual tax and other support 
provided by the community to determine the direct return on annual and cumulative taxpayer 
investment. Do citizens get back more or less in benefits per annum than the taxes they 
contribute? Does the public investment over time in library collections, buildings, furniture, and 
equipment yield a rate of return worthy of continued public support? This study offers answers to 
these important questions. 

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The economic tool employed in this study is cost-benefit analysis. Economists have used cost-
benefit analysis to measure the return to public investment in mass transit systems, education, 
pollution control, and locks and dams—to name only a few applications. To implement cost-
benefit analysis, the researchers must be able to identify the services provided and the 
beneficiaries of the services, quantify the value of as many of the benefits as possible, and 
measure the costs incurred in providing the services. 

Service-User Matrix 

Typically, library mission statements focus on patrons and services. The project consultant 
worked with staff members of the XYZ Library to group library services and users into a service-
user matrix. This matrix makes explicit the relationships among the components of the library’s 
mission. By identifying classes of library customer (e.g., households and educators), the matrix is 
customer focused. By arraying customers against the library’s menu of services (e.g., books for 
adults, children’s books, reference materials, staff assistance), the library’s service and user 
categories become visually explicit. Each of the cells of the matrix represents a stream of 
benefits from a library service to a particular class of customer. 

When arrayed in this way, the matrix becomes the basis for a series of value measurements. In 
these value measurements, library patrons provide information about which services and how 
much of each service they use, and researchers assign a value to each user transaction. More 
information about the service-user matrix can be found in Holt, Elliott, and Dussold, “A 
Framework for Evaluating Public Investment,” listed in appendix D. 

As with other aspects of this study, the service-user matrix was designed conservatively. By 
intent, some worthwhile but hard-to-value attributes of public libraries (e.g., the library as a safe 
place for children, as a neighborhood center, or as a family recreational venue) were omitted. 
Because such benefits are so hard to place a value on, any such estimates would obscure the 
primary focus of the study. 
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Measurement of Direct versus Indirect Benefits 

Benefits from public services can be classified as direct or indirect, individual or collective. 
Libraries directly benefit library patrons through the services they provide to those patrons. For 
example, the recreational enjoyment received by reading a novel or the professional advantage 
enjoyed by a business that researches a new market for its products are direct benefits to the 
users of these particular library services. 

Libraries provide indirect benefits as well. For example, enhanced reading skills for a young girl 
participating in a summer reading program may be passed on to her progeny in later years. 
Indeed, the whole citizenry may benefit indirectly from enhanced reading skills of its youth. 

Individual users can cite specific benefits that accrue to them directly through the use of specific 
library services. For example, a household that checks out and views a video receives benefits 
directly and individually. Collective benefits accrue to all members of the neighborhood, 
however, if the very presence of the local library or library branch instills a shared sense of 
community and pride. 

Recognizing this difference, the primary purpose of this study is to estimate a lower bound for 
the value of library services by focusing on the direct individual benefits provided by the library 
to specific classes of user. The study makes no attempt to enumerate or measure indirect or 
collective benefits from library services, even though these are important aspects of the library’s 
mission as a social institution. 

Multiple Estimations of Benefits to Produce  
a Conservative Range of Benefits 

Using sample surveys, this study employs alternative methods of estimating direct benefits to 
patrons from their use of library services. These are consumer surplus and alternative measures 
of willingness to pay (contingent valuation). 

Consumer surplus is used frequently by economists in policy studies. Consumer surplus 
measures the value consumers place on the consumption of a good or service in excess of what 
they must pay to get it. Although library services typically are “free,” patrons do pay by the 
effort they exert and the time they use to access those services. This effort represents an implicit 
price (or “transaction cost”) to the patron. Many alternatives to library services are sold in the 
marketplace. For example, households can buy novels rather than checking out the library’s 
fiction books. Businesses can purchase CD or DVD databases or subscribe to online information 
services rather than using staff time to undertake library research. Just as there are transaction 
costs to accessing library services, there are transaction costs to accessing market alternatives to 
library services. Thus, the cost of a market alternative to library services is the price of the 
market service plus its transaction cost. 

The following example illustrates how the project consultant estimated the consumer surplus 
associated with library access to books for adults. In a typical question on the project’s telephone 
survey of library users, interviewers asked patrons about the number of books they borrow from 
the library, the number of books they buy, and the number of additional books they would buy if 
they could not borrow from the library. Now assume that the transaction costs of borrowing 
books at the library are similar to the transaction costs of purchasing books through the market. 
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Then, by comparing the number of books a patron borrows to the number of books the patron 
would buy at a market price, the project consultant can calculate the value the library patron 
places on borrowing privileges above and beyond any cost of accessing the library. This value is 
a dollar measure of the net benefits provided by the service of lending adult materials to one 
library user. Such estimates can be made for each service used for each user surveyed. These 
calculations can be summed to provide an estimate of total direct annual benefits for all library 
users measured in dollars. Economists refer to this set of calculations as the determination of 
consumer surplus. 

Contingent valuation measures, though controversial, have been used extensively, even in 
judicial proceedings, to put a value on environmental conditions. In the willingness-to-pay  
(WTP) approach, the interviewer asks respondents how much they would pay to have something 
they currently do not have. In the willingness-to-accept (WTA) approach, the interviewer asks 
respondents how much they would accept to give up something they already have. Generally, 
WTA estimates of benefits are higher than WTP estimates. WTA estimates are considered less 
reliable and were omitted from this study. 

Willingness to pay. In applying contingent valuation analysis to libraries, many alternative 
hypothetical situations can be used in survey instruments. In this study, interviewers asked 
library patrons for two WTP valuations. In one question, interviewers asked households how 
much they would be willing to pay (in taxes) to enjoy the library privileges they have today. 
Also, because the consumer surplus method outlined above relied on patrons’ responses about 
market services they would purchase if they could not use the library, the application of 
consumer surplus here is a form of the WTP approach to contingent valuation. 

Each of the approaches outlined above has its strengths and weaknesses. Ideally both approaches 
would provide similar estimates of benefits. The open-ended question addressing the tax version 
of the WTP method provides benefit estimates that reflect individuals’ willingness to support the 
public activity through out-of-pocket direct support. These WTP estimates may be biased 
downward by “free-rider problems” in which respondents may assume that someone else in 
society will fund the service even if they choose not to support it, or they may reflect 
respondents’ concerns about the fairness of the tax system. 

The consumer surplus method applied here provides an alternative measure of direct benefits. 
First, the questions posed are more realistic and familiar to respondents than the counterfactual 
situations posed in the WTP approach. Second, by asking about what the individual would 
purchase to replace library services, the consumer surplus application measures only direct 
individual benefits and no collective benefits. Thus, the consumer surplus estimate is likely to be 
less than a WTA estimate. During the survey, the interviewer adds up an individual’s responses 
to consumer surplus questions and asks whether the respondent could afford all the proposed 
substitute purchases. Therefore, this reduces the likelihood that an exuberant respondent will 
overstate the total amount of library services that he or she would pay to replace. Because the 
respondent can pick and choose those services he or she would pay to replace, the benefit 
estimates from the consumer surplus method may be higher than the WTP estimates in which the 
respondent has no control over the mix of services produced with the taxes. Also, the consumer 
surplus method avoids the negative bias of the free-rider problem and tax equity issues inherent 
in the tax version of the WTP approach. Thus, for many reasons, the consumer surplus estimate 
may exceed the WTP estimate. 
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To ensure further that the consumer surplus measure is conservative, we report only the amount 
that the households would be willing to spend to replace library services. We exclude any 
benefits arising from any library services households would not pay to replace, even though 
those services clearly have value to the households. 

In the absence of convergence among the alternative methods, however, the different methods 
provide a range of values from which to infer a lower bound for the magnitude of benefits. 

Return on Taxpayer Investment 

In the simplest terms, taxpayers, officials, and donors want to know if citizens are getting a good 
return on the public tax investment in library services. By comparing annual benefits to annual 
tax support, the study provides a conservative estimate of an annual percentage return for library 
taxes paid. Similarly, by comparing annual benefits to the value of the capital assets of the public 
library, the study provides a conservative estimate of the rate of return to the library’s public 
capital investment. 

The concept of the return on taxpayer investment implicitly incorporates the benefits of private-
public partnership. Public libraries increasingly leverage taxpayer support with funds from 
private contributions, foundation grants, and grants from levels of government above the local 
taxpayer. The return to annual taxpayer investment incorporates not only benefits funded directly 
through taxpayer dollars but also the benefits made possible as those taxes are leveraged by 
funds from other sources. 

Without taxpayer dollars, however, public libraries would provide no services and no benefits. 
Tax support is the base that makes the existence of the institution, and hence its provision of 
services, feasible. In public presentations of institutional benefits drawn from this study, library 
board members and administrators can elect to make the leveraging explicit or leave it implicit, 
depending on the audience and the objective of the presentation. In the study, all benefits are 
counted only as part of the return to taxpayer investment. 

The rate of return to public library capital investment requires valuation of the physical assets of 
the library. In general, these assets fall into three major categories: land and buildings, furniture 
and equipment, and collections. The library provided estimates of the value of these assets. Land 
was evaluated at estimated market value. All other assets were evaluated at their estimated 
replacement cost. 

3. SAMPLING AND DATA 

The project consultant met with the administrative staff of the library, who classified their 
patrons into major user groups and their services into major categories. The staff then 
brainstormed the nature of benefits accruing directly to specific categories of patrons from each 
type of service. The consultant then developed a framework for the analysis. Staff from the 
library reviewed the framework to ensure its applicability to the library. 

Next, the consultant and survey supervisor designed survey instruments and assisted the library 
in selecting random samples of library patrons. All survey research was conducted by the 
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Institute for Survey Research of Alma Mater University in conformity with federal guidelines for 
human subject research as applied by the Human Subjects Research Committee of the university. 
Furthermore, all research was conducted in compliance with relevant laws protecting the privacy 
of library transactions and the highest standards for user privacy articulated in the principles and 
documents of the American Library Association. 

Computer services staff drew a random sample of approximately 2,500 households whose 
cardholders had used their cards within the previous twelve months. The director of the library 
sent a personal letter to each of these cardholders to invite their participation in the survey. 
Interviewers from the university’s survey research center, trained by the project staff to use the 
project’s survey instruments, attempted to call those who did not reject the invitation to 
participate. 

Some library users do not have library cards. These patrons may access library services on a 
walk-in basis or access the library by computer. Note that this research does not attempt to 
estimate the benefits that accrue to these users. The omission of benefits to users without library 
cards reaffirms the conservative nature of the benefit estimates and conclusions cited in this 
report. 

The telephone survey of XYZ Library users was administered in September 20XX. Of those 
cardholders contacted, 534 households and 51 teachers responded to the survey, for an overall 
response rate of 24 percent. In calculating benefit estimates, household responses were weighted 
by the distribution of users by location of residence and volume of library use to correct for 
response bias. 

Responses to the survey permit an estimate of the total numbers of households and educators 
who actively use the XYZ Library. Over 59,700 households and over 4,860 educators actively 
use XYZ Library. See appendix B for additional detail about the surveys and response rates. 

4. RESULTS 

Measures of Benefits to Library Patrons 

 USER GROUP ANNUAL BENEFITS 

Consumer surplus   General users $23,062,080 

Contingent valuation (WTP)   General users $14,121,936 

   Teachers $  1,845,354 

   Total $15,967,290 
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Measures of Cost of Providing Library Services 

Local annual operating revenues  
  (XYZ Public Libraries Report) 

  $11,606,262 

  Local government income $13,487,741 

 Plus: Other operating income $     754,449 

 Less: Collection outlays $  2,307,632 

 Less: Additions to cash reserves $     184,605 

 Less: Excess of capital outlays over capital income $     143,691 

Capital valuation   $79,465,636 

  Collections $31,143,736 

  Furniture and equipment $  8,904,490 

  Vehicles $     687,250 

  Buildings $32,676,360 

  Land $  6,053,800 

Measures of Return to Public Investment 

 CVA-WTP CVA-CS 

Return to local public operating funds $1.38 $2.15 

Return to capital assets 5.5% 16.7% 

Return to total annual local tax support $1.18 $1.85 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

How much do the citizens served by XYZ Library benefit annually from the services provided 
by the library? How do these benefits compare to the financial support and public investment 
received by the library? 

• For each dollar of taxes contributed annually to the XYZ Library, its patrons receive 
benefits of more than $1.18. If revenues used to build library collections, cash reserves, 
and other capital assets are excluded from operating tax support, patrons receive benefits 
of more than $1.38 for each dollar of operating tax support. An alternative method of 
measuring benefits suggests benefits of at least $2.15 for each dollar of locally funded 
operating outlays. 

• For each dollar of assets in the form of collections, buildings, furniture, and equipment, 
the XYZ Library provides an annual rate of return of at least 5.5 percent in benefits to the 
patrons it serves. An alternative method of measuring benefits suggests an annual rate of 
return of more than 16 percent. 

Whom does the XYZ Library serve? How do they benefit? 

• Households (general users), as well as teachers and their pupils, all benefit directly from 
services provided by XYZ Library. Households receive the most benefits. At least 88 
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percent of all benefits to the community accrue to families and households, and as much 
as 12 percent of benefits to the community arise from library services used by teachers to 
supplement educational resources in the community. 

• Almost 60,000 households and families actively use the XYZ Library. This study 
measures benefits to households in two ways: willingness to support the library through 
local taxes and fees, and willingness to purchase substitutes if library services were not 
available. Cardholding households and families report, on average, that they would be 
willing to pay taxes and fees worth more than $235 per year per household to support 
XYZ Library services. Alternatively, purchases they would be willing to make to replace 
library services if the library services were not available suggest a value of over $385 per 
year for library services. Thus, XYZ Library provides services to households and families 
worth more than $14.1–$23.1 million per year. Households place the greatest value on 
access to books for adults, audio and visual media, and children’s books. Of each dollar 
of benefits, 33 cents is attributable to books for adults, 27 cents to audio and visual 
media, and 21 cents to children’s books. 

• More than 8 percent of cardholding households include teachers who use XYZ Library to 
supplement their classroom activities and materials—almost 4,900 teachers. The teachers 
report that these library services save schools and teachers, on average, more than $375 
each per year. Thus, XYZ Library provides supporting services to teachers and schools 
worth almost $1,850,000 per year. Educators value access to staff help and children’s 
books the most. Educators use children’s books and electronic information sources much 
more heavily than households (general users). 

• These results and answers to the study’s open-ended questions reinforce the standard 
wisdom that both good collections and helpful professional staff are important in serving 
library patrons well. Patrons of XYZ Library clearly value both. 
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APPENDIX A 

Glossary 

capital assets: productive accumulated wealth of an institution, such as the library’s land, 
buildings, furniture, equipment, vehicles, and collections. 

CBA: cost-benefit analysis, an empirical methodology used by economists to evaluate public-
sector capital projects by estimating the dollar value of benefits generated by the project 
and comparing them to the operating, capital, and other costs of the project. 

consumer surplus: methodology used by economists to estimate benefits as the value consumers 
of a good or service receive above and beyond the price they pay for the good or service. 

contingent valuation: methodology used by economists to estimate the value of goods or 
services not publicly valued or traded in the market. The methodology poses a 
counterfactual situation and asks respondents to place a value on the amount they would 
have to pay or the amount they would have to receive to be willing to adopt the 
counterfactual situation. 

direct benefits: value received by consumers of a good or service, such as library patrons 
including households with library cardholders and business professionals, teachers, and 
others who use the library in their work. 

indirect benefits: value received by parties other than the buyers or sellers of a good or service. 
These include the social or collective value, such as the value to the general citizens of a 
democracy from having a more literate and informed electorate. 

rate of return to annual tax support: value of annual benefits to library patrons expressed as a 
percentage of annual taxes paid to support the public library. 

rate of return to public capital investment: value of annual benefits to library patrons expressed 
as a percentage of accumulated capital assets of the public library. 

service-user matrix: an array illustrating the main classes of patron and the major types of 
service they use. 

WTA: willingness-to-accept, a form of contingent valuation in which respondents volunteer the 
amount of money they would be willing to receive as compensation for giving up 
something they have. 

WTP: willingness-to-pay, a form of contingent valuation in which respondents volunteer the 
amount of money they would be willing to pay to acquire something they do not 
currently have or to avoid losing something they already have. 
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APPENDIX B 

Supporting Tables and Figures 

General 

Table B1. Response Rate 

General Users (Households) 

Table B2. Summary: Benefits to General Users 
Figure B1. Contribution to Household Benefits by Service 

Teachers 

Table B3. Summary: Benefits to Teachers 

Distribution of Benefits by Type of User 

Figure B2. Who Benefits? 
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TABLE B1 

Response Rate 

Total completions 534  

Not active or ineligible 76  

Stated no card use by household in past 12 
months 

 76 

Not eligible  0 

Disconnected or wrong number 241  

Line disconnected  91 

Wrong number  150 

Non-response 1,547  

Foreign language  15 

No answer  884 

Only juvenile at home  25 

“Do not call”   

Refused  427 

“Return mail/no call”  196 

Net sample size 2,398  

Projected no-answer records ineligible  141.6716 

Net sample size after adjusting for not active and 
ineligible records 

 2,180 

Response rate  24% 

Estimated active valid households in population  59,714 
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TABLE B2 

Summary: Benefits to General Users 

LIBRARY SERVICE 

BREADTH OF 
USE: % of 
responding 
households  

using service 

DEPTH OF USE: 
% of responding 

households 
 that would  

pay to replace 
service 

VALUE OF USE  
(consumer surplus method):

Contribution 
 to households’ 

valuation of benefits from  
library services 

LIBRARY STAFF     1.4 

Answer questions, help people find information and 
materials, or suggest things to read. 64  8  

Help with homework, help people learning to read, or 
help those who have difficulty with English.   2  2  

MAGAZINES & NEWSPAPERS   10.5 

Magazines in English 36  8   8.7 

Magazines in a language other than English  3  1   0.5 

Newspapers in English 12  6   1.3 

Newspapers in a language other than English   1  1   0.1 

BOOKS for adult readers 84 56 31.7 

COMPUTERS     4.5 

People can use computers at the library for many 
different purposes: e-mailing friends and relatives, 
surfing the Internet, getting information about buying 
cars or other major purchases, tracking their stocks 
and investments, researching medical or legal 
information, learning to use computers and software, 
or simply doing their homework for school. 13   6  

Library computers have software for word processing, 
spreadsheets, and presentations.  14 14  

Computer classes, workshops or tutorials    8   4   0.2 

ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SOURCES (used only 
with a computer)     2.5 

Electronic copies of articles from major newspapers 
and magazines 12  4  

Electronic scientific, professional, medical, or academic 
journals  9  1  

Business and investment information, directories, 
publications, and data   8  2  

Genealogy (searching family roots)   6  2  

REFERENCE collection, including an encyclopedia, 
dictionary, and atlas (not electronic)  4  1   0.1 

CHILDREN’S BOOKS 42 30 21.5 

DISKS AND TAPES   26.9 

Music CDs or tapes  44 21 16.8 

Videotapes or DVDs  52 34   7.8 

Books on tape or disk 29 12   2.3 

CHILDREN’S shows, storytelling PROGRAMS, reading 
activities, plays, or other programs 17 12   0.5 

SPECIAL EVENTS such as performances, author visits, 
recitals, lectures, and other programs 20 12   0.4 
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DISKS AND TAPES 
27% 

BOOKS 
33%

ELECTRONIC 
INFORMATION 

3% 

REFERENCE 
0% 

CHILDREN'S 
BOOKS 

21% COMPUTERS
4%

STAFF 
1%

CHILDREN'S 
PROGRAMS 

0% 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
0% 

MAGAZINES & 
NEWSPAPERS

11%

FIGURE B1 

Contribution to household benefits by service 
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TABLE B3 

Summary: Benefits to Teachers 

LIBRARY SERVICE 

PERCENTAGE 
OF TEACHERS 

USING 
SERVICE 

CONTRIBUTION TO EDUCATORS’ VALUATION  
OF BENEFITS FROM LIBRARY SERVICES 

Staff help 22 The most statistically significant determinant of 
teachers’ benefit valuation—at least twice as important 
as children’s books and programs 

Magazines and newspapers 18 Not a statistically significant determinant of teachers’ benefit 
valuation 

Children’s books and programs 57 The only other statistically significant determinant of 
teachers’ benefit valuation 

Books and programs for adults 22 Not a statistically significant determinant of teachers’ benefit 
valuation 

CDs, DVDs, and tapes 41 Not a statistically significant determinant of teachers’ benefit 
valuation 

Library computers or computer 
classes 

10 Not a statistically significant determinant of teachers’ benefit 
valuation 

Electronic information sources 29 Not a statistically significant determinant of teachers’ benefit 
valuation 

Encyclopedias 29 Not a statistically significant determinant of teachers’ benefit 
valuation 

Note: Of cardholding teachers responding to the survey, 37 of 51 (73%) reported using the library to support their profession.  
The statistical analysis is based on responses from 21 teachers who offered a dollar value for the benefits provided by library 
services in support of their profession. Their responses ranged from $0 to $2,000 per year. 
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FIGURE B2 

Who Benefits? 
 

88% 

12% 

Households 
Educators 
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APPENDIX C 

Responses to Open-Ended Questions 

“Is there anything else that you would like to say to the library director?” (sample comments) 

Based on usage and fact that computer tallied his expense at $180 a year, $400 is 
way above what he would actually spend and be willing to spend. 

It means a lot to me. I enjoy the books and services. 
It’s a value to our society and I couldn’t imagine the community without  

the library. 
Like the library system and would like to see the library stay there forever. 
She wants the library system to stay and she has used it since she was 10 years 

old. She would like to make a suggestion: to change the format of the Internet 
service provided at the library (separate computers in children’s area for 
children to protect them). Include classes and seminars. 

I really enjoy the library system. Tax money well spent. 
Wish the library had more copies of the unabridged copies of books on tapes. 
Well I enjoy going to it. 
I like it a nice place. 
I wish they’d get back to the basics and quit buying videos and DVDs—they 

could reduce a lot of costs by letting the video stores do the renting. 
She likes the express service to borrow books. 
We like to support the library in all the ways we can. It’s a service we use heavily. 

Doesn’t like the fact that minors can view pornographic materials on the 
computers. 

I think they do a great job. I frequent the library quite often and I think they are 
great. 

We are real happy with the library system. 
It’s a pretty good library to attend. 
I hope they stay open. 
Keep going! We need it. 
One of my clients uses the library computer because of the DSL service and 

thinks it’s great. Even though it doesn’t affect me, I realize it’s very valuable 
to others. 

Suggests a web link to master search of suggested books reading lists for those 
that want such a list (none was available at the library when I checked). 

Doing a great job. 
They are alright. 
We are very appreciative of the library services. 
Libraries are very important and we should have them. 
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I think the library is a great service to the community. I enjoy all the materials I 
receive from the library. 

The library is great. 
I love my library. I am a big reader. 
Sorting library the staff is very helpful and friendly and knows us by name. We 

really enjoy the library. 
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